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CYCLE
TOTS

WHAT IS CYCLETOTS?
Balance bike fun for 2.5 to 5 yrs olds.
Market Opportunity - 50% of 6 years olds in the UK cannot ride a bike
Our mission - to get children (and their families) cycling
Target customer - Parents seeking fun activities for their pre-school
children*
Delivery venue - Village hall, sports hall or similar (minimum size: one
badminton court)
Session size - Maximum 10 .
Pricing - Monthly memberships - £29.99 per month or £39.99 including
balance bike rental
Parent participation. This is welcomed, parents can also just sit back,
watch and catch up with friends.
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BENEFITS
OF BEING
A
LICENSEE

How exciting! You are exploring the many benefits
of becoming a Cycletots licensee. Here are just
some of them.
Be your own boss
Enhance 'parent/child' provision in your community
Working hours to fit you and your family
High chance of success due to a proven business
model
Excellent Return on investment (ROI)
Sociable business that is fun to run
Change lives, enable families to improve their
health and wellbeing
Offer a unique and in-demand business in your
community

.
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WHERE
DID FOX
CYCLING
BEGIN

.

When I was 3, I could not cycle. My grandad
cobbled together a balance bike type bike, and
very quickly i was away. He is the inspiration.
I am passionate about seeing communities
thrive and helping families to cycle together.
Cycletots provides the solution to getting
children pedal ready while enabling parents to
save time and money.
Fox Cycling has taught 1000s of children to
cycle since 2010. We have been asked by so
many people to bring Fox Cycling to their
community, The Cycletots license opportunity
is one way we are responding to this demand. .
Steven Fox
Founder.

.
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HOW FOX
CYCLING
WORKS

.

Fox Cycling is the UK’s family cycling
experts
Our Cycletots license provides the right type
of person with the required training,
equipment and resources to deliver
Cycletots in an area
The Licensee can deliver Cycletots sessions
themselves or follow Fox Cycling
recommended guidelines to 'contract'
instructors to help meet the demand and
deliver the sessions
If you’re looking for an exciting unique low
risk opportunity that delivers a fantastic
return on investment, Fox Cycling could be it
for you
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WHO IS
FOX
CYCLING
LOOKING
FOR?

The following are some examples of people
who would make ideal licensees
People with or without experience of cycling
A person with children 2.5 to 5 yrs
A person who is comfortable following a
proven set of sessions plans
Conscientious and hard working individuals
A person looking for an 'in demand'
business, and is ready to seize a gap in the
market
An individual with, for example, experience
working with children, marketing, HR,
education and sports coaching.
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THE
INVESTMENT

£1950.00
Included
Online training and support webinar
Digital marketing support from head office
Comprehensive online session plans and necessary templates
Kit, balance bikes
Booking app
Fox Cycling email address

THE RETURN
ON
INVESTMENT

£40
per hour
The average hourly rate of £40 is
based on an average of 8 children
per session
Additional revenue will be generated
from balance bike renta

THE
KIT*
*Items could be subject to change

Online session plans and
required templates

Balance bikes to rent out

Easy to use booking app

THE
KIT
CONT:

Gonge rubber rings

Gonge rubber feet

Gonge balance stones

Gonge mini traffic cones

certificates

Multi purpose banner

Kit carrier

Gonge picture cards

Gonge number cards

Gonge inflatable balls

THE NEXT
STEP

If you would like to run a successful, fun, sociable and
unique business that has high demand with an impressive
return on investment, arrange a call to discuss by emailing
info@foxcycling.co.uk

